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Brands and products distributed in alphabetical order









	All
	A
	B
	C
	D
	E
	F
	G
	H
	I
	K
	L
	M
	N
	P
	R
	S
	T
	W
	Z


All





ABB

Low voltage motors, motors for hazardous areas, servoconverters and servomotors, high voltage…

MORE DETAILS











ALTRA INDUSTRIAL MOTION

Industrial clutches and brakes, tension system, torque limiter, linear actuators…

MORE DETAILS











ARON – BREVINI HYDRAULICS

Directional control, pressure control, flow control, modular valves and cartridge valves…

MORE DETAILS











BALDOR

AC controls, electric motors, bearings, servo motors, power transmission, industrial generators…

MORE DETAILS












BETA

Plumbing tools, vehicle and body repair tools, building tools, pneumatic tools, safety footwear…

MORE DETAILS











BONFIGLIOLI

Speed reducers, fixed speed gearmotors, electric motors, electric drives, gearboxes…

MORE DETAILS











BREVINI

Industrial gearboxes, slewing drives, hoisting winches, helical gearmotors, slewing rings…

MORE DETAILS











BREVINI FLUID POWER

Check valves, idrja check valves, ball valves, filters manifolds, power transmission, power units…

MORE DETAILS












CAMOZZI

Linear actuators and grippers, valves and solenoid valves for industrial automation…

MORE DETAILS











CEMP

Flameproof eex-d motors, flameproof brake motors, flameproof eex-d pumps, immersion pumps…

MORE DETAILS











CHIARAVALLI

Power transmission components as sprockets, gears, bevel gears, pulleys, couplings, clamping…

MORE DETAILS











CHIORINO

Conveyor and process belts, flat transmission belts, rubber aprons, roller coverings…

MORE DETAILS












CHTBEARINGS.COM

Bearing units in a wide range of designs and sizes, suitable for any industrial applications…

MORE DETAILS











CHTMOTOR

Asynchronous three-phase motors, single-phase motors, brake motors for any application…

MORE DETAILS











COMINTEC

Mechanic transmission components, torque limiters, pneumatic clutches, couplings, adjustable pulleys…

MORE DETAILS











DEBEM

Industrial pumps, air-operated double-diaphragm pumps, horizontal centrifugal pumps, vertical…

MORE DETAILS












DECA

Gear drives, motors, brakemotors, gearmotors, drive electronics, frequency inverters…

MORE DETAILS











DODGE

Bearings, mounted ball bearings, gear reducers, gearing, pt components, catalogues…

MORE DETAILS











DUGOM RULLI

Belt conveyors rollers, bulk handling rollers, unit handling rollers, automotive rollers…

MORE DETAILS











EFFEBI VALVES

Ball valves for drinkable, ball valves for fluids, manifold ball valves, ball valves for gas…

MORE DETAILS












ELESA

Standard components destined for the mechanical, machinery and industrial equipment sectors…

MORE DETAILS











ENI

Industrial lubricants, hydraulic oils, turbine oils, compressor oils, bearing oils and industrial gear oils…

MORE DETAILS











FAG

Rolling bearings, bearing units, bearing housings, plain bearings, industrial shaft seals, hydraulic…

MORE DETAILS











FLENDER

Helical and bevel-helical gear units, planetary gear units, industrial couplings for any application…

MORE DETAILS












FREUDENBERG – SIMRIT

Gaskets, magnetic fluid seals, mechanical face seals, metal bellows, polyurethane o-rings…

MORE DETAILS











FUJI ELECTRIC

Motor controls, manual motor starters, case circuit breakers, blowers and pumps, ac drives…

MORE DETAILS











GATES

Power transmission belts, synchronous belts, pulleys & sprockets, hydraulic hoses…

MORE DETAILS











GRUNDFOS

Pumps, wastewater pumps, water supply pumps, high efficiency in-line pumps, pumping stations…

MORE DETAILS












HIWIN

Ballscrews, linear motors, linear stages, linear actuators, linear guideways, single axis…

MORE DETAILS











HYDR-APP

Micro power packs group 05 pumps, reversible power pack, mini power packs group 1 pumps…

MORE DETAILS











INA

Wide range of bearings for any kind of industrial application, rolling and plain bearings…

MORE DETAILS











ITALVIBRAS

Electric vibrators, foot mounted electric vibrators, flanged electric vibrators, high-frequency…

MORE DETAILS












KOYO

Angular contact ball bearings, cylindrical roller bearings, spherical roller bearings, precision bearings…

MORE DETAILS











KSB

Pumps and pump systems for any kind of application, mixers, agitators, valves, valve actuators…

MORE DETAILS











LAVORMEK

High precision mechanical components to specification for any kind of industrial application…

MORE DETAILS











LENZE

Speed reducers, fixed speed gearmotors, electric motors, electric drives for any application…

MORE DETAILS












LOCTITE

Industrial adhesives and sealants, lubricants, threadlockers, functional coating and metal pretreatment…

MORE DETAILS











MAGRIS

Chains and components for high quality steel and plastic conveyor belts, sprockets…

MORE DETAILS











MGM

Electric motors, asynchronous three-phase, drives and controls, electric actuators and adapter…

MORE DETAILS











MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC

Logic controller, Compact PLC, inverters, motion control, robots, low voltage / energy monitoring…

MORE DETAILS












MONDEO

Check valves, idrjacheck valves, ball valves, filters, manifolds – flanges, pressure gauge…

MORE DETAILS











MOTOVARIO

Worm gear reducers, electric motors, helical gear reducers, motoinverter, helical bevel gear reducers…

MORE DETAILS











MOVEX

Steel chains, plastic chains, conveyor components, conveying units, bearing units and sprockets…

MORE DETAILS











NOK

Oil seals, o-rings, mechanical seals, lip seals, metal gasket, magnetic fluid seals…

MORE DETAILS












NORD DRIVESYSTEMS

Gear drives, motors, brakemotors, gearmotors, drive electronics, frequency inverters…

MORE DETAILS











NSK

Deep groove ball bearings, angular contact ball bearings, super precision ball bearings, roller bearings…

MORE DETAILS











PNEUMAX

Valves, solenoid valves, cylinders, actuators and components for pneumatic automation…

MORE DETAILS











REGAL REXNORD

Conveying chains, modular plastic belts, conveying components, chain Sprockets, guides…

MORE DETAILS












REGINA

Wide range of standard and special roller chains and conveyor chains, belts and components…

MORE DETAILS











REVAMPING

Pumps and gearboxes remanufacturing service for plants manufacturers, technicians…

MORE DETAILS











REXNORD – MARBETT – MCC

Chains thermoplastic, conveyor components, supporting and levelling elements, roller guides…

MORE DETAILS











ROSSI

Gearmotors, gear reducers, electric motors, planetary gear units, servo gear reducers…

MORE DETAILS












ROSTA

Tensioning elements and motor bases, components for the elastic suspension, anti-vibration…

MORE DETAILS











RULMECA

Rollers,idlers, pulleys, motorized pulleys and other components for heavy duty belt conveyors…

MORE DETAILS











SAER ELECTRIC PUMPS

Electric submersible pumps, waterpumps residential applications, wet-end Motors, bareshaft…

MORE DETAILS











SAFARI BELTING

Radius conveyor belts, roller top conveyor belts, plastic chains conveyor belts and components…

MORE DETAILS












SAMHYDRAULIK

Axial piston motors, axial piston pumps, orbital motors, geared motors, electronics…

MORE DETAILS











SEIM SCREW PUMPS

Wide range of screw pumps for low, medium and high pressure, valves, flow meter, coolers…

MORE DETAILS











SEW EURODRIVE

Gearmotors and Frequency Inverters, Standard Gearmotors, Helical Gearmotor, Parallel Shaft…

MORE DETAILS











SICK

Wide range of sensors and solutions for industrial, logistics and process automation…

MORE DETAILS












SIEMENS

Converters, electric motors, geared motors, gear units, and couplings for any kind of application…

MORE DETAILS











SITI

Wormgearboxes, coaxial gearboxes, bevel helical gearboxes, parallel shaft gearboxes, shaft mounted…

MORE DETAILS











SKF

Rolling bearings, bearing units, bearing housings, plain bearings, industrial shaft seals, hydraulic…

MORE DETAILS











SNR

Ball bearings, spherical roller bearings, cylindrical roller bearings, high precision bearings…

MORE DETAILS












SPIRAX SARCO

Products and solutions for the management of steam, condensate and other industrial fluids…

MORE DETAILS











SYSTEM PLAST

Plastic conveyor chains, modular plastic belts, and industry-leading conveying components…

MORE DETAILS











TECKIND ANTIVIBRATION

Cylindrical antivibration mountings, conical antivibration mountings, antivibration bars…

MORE DETAILS











TELLURE ROTA

Injection moulded rubber wheels, standard rubber wheels, elastic rubber wheels, pneumatic wheels…

MORE DETAILS












TIMKEN

Ball bearings, cylindrical bearings, precision bearings, spherical roller bearings…

MORE DETAILS











WAMGROUP

Screw conveyors, valves, valve actuators, rotary feeders, chain conveyors, solids discharging…

MORE DETAILS











WATSON MARLOW

Peristaltic tube pumps, heavy duty hose pumps, precision tubing for pumping, high purity valves…

MORE DETAILS











WITTENSTEIN ALPHA

Low backlash planetary gearheads, servo-right-angle gearheads, mechanical systems…

MORE DETAILS












ZMC

Conveyance chains, crowns, pinions, gear wheels, chains for special applications…

MORE DETAILS



















A





ABB

Low voltage motors, motors for hazardous areas, servoconverters and servomotors, high voltage…

MORE DETAILS











ALTRA INDUSTRIAL MOTION

Industrial clutches and brakes, tension system, torque limiter, linear actuators…

MORE DETAILS











ARON – BREVINI HYDRAULICS

Directional control, pressure control, flow control, modular valves and cartridge valves…

MORE DETAILS













B





BALDOR

AC controls, electric motors, bearings, servo motors, power transmission, industrial generators…

MORE DETAILS











BETA

Plumbing tools, vehicle and body repair tools, building tools, pneumatic tools, safety footwear…

MORE DETAILS











BONFIGLIOLI

Speed reducers, fixed speed gearmotors, electric motors, electric drives, gearboxes…

MORE DETAILS











BREVINI

Industrial gearboxes, slewing drives, hoisting winches, helical gearmotors, slewing rings…

MORE DETAILS












BREVINI FLUID POWER

Check valves, idrja check valves, ball valves, filters manifolds, power transmission, power units…

MORE DETAILS



















C





CAMOZZI

Linear actuators and grippers, valves and solenoid valves for industrial automation…

MORE DETAILS











CEMP

Flameproof eex-d motors, flameproof brake motors, flameproof eex-d pumps, immersion pumps…

MORE DETAILS











CHIARAVALLI

Power transmission components as sprockets, gears, bevel gears, pulleys, couplings, clamping…

MORE DETAILS











CHIORINO

Conveyor and process belts, flat transmission belts, rubber aprons, roller coverings…

MORE DETAILS












CHTBEARINGS.COM

Bearing units in a wide range of designs and sizes, suitable for any industrial applications…

MORE DETAILS











CHTMOTOR

Asynchronous three-phase motors, single-phase motors, brake motors for any application…

MORE DETAILS











COMINTEC

Mechanic transmission components, torque limiters, pneumatic clutches, couplings, adjustable pulleys…

MORE DETAILS













D





DEBEM

Industrial pumps, air-operated double-diaphragm pumps, horizontal centrifugal pumps, vertical…

MORE DETAILS











DECA

Gear drives, motors, brakemotors, gearmotors, drive electronics, frequency inverters…

MORE DETAILS











DODGE

Bearings, mounted ball bearings, gear reducers, gearing, pt components, catalogues…

MORE DETAILS











DUGOM RULLI

Belt conveyors rollers, bulk handling rollers, unit handling rollers, automotive rollers…

MORE DETAILS










E





EFFEBI VALVES

Ball valves for drinkable, ball valves for fluids, manifold ball valves, ball valves for gas…

MORE DETAILS











ELESA

Standard components destined for the mechanical, machinery and industrial equipment sectors…

MORE DETAILS











ENI

Industrial lubricants, hydraulic oils, turbine oils, compressor oils, bearing oils and industrial gear oils…

MORE DETAILS













F





FAG

Rolling bearings, bearing units, bearing housings, plain bearings, industrial shaft seals, hydraulic…

MORE DETAILS











FLENDER

Helical and bevel-helical gear units, planetary gear units, industrial couplings for any application…

MORE DETAILS











FREUDENBERG – SIMRIT

Gaskets, magnetic fluid seals, mechanical face seals, metal bellows, polyurethane o-rings…

MORE DETAILS











FUJI ELECTRIC

Motor controls, manual motor starters, case circuit breakers, blowers and pumps, ac drives…

MORE DETAILS










G





GATES

Power transmission belts, synchronous belts, pulleys & sprockets, hydraulic hoses…

MORE DETAILS











GRUNDFOS

Pumps, wastewater pumps, water supply pumps, high efficiency in-line pumps, pumping stations…

MORE DETAILS
















H





HIWIN

Ballscrews, linear motors, linear stages, linear actuators, linear guideways, single axis…

MORE DETAILS











HYDR-APP

Micro power packs group 05 pumps, reversible power pack, mini power packs group 1 pumps…

MORE DETAILS
















I





INA

Wide range of bearings for any kind of industrial application, rolling and plain bearings…

MORE DETAILS











ITALVIBRAS

Electric vibrators, foot mounted electric vibrators, flanged electric vibrators, high-frequency…

MORE DETAILS
















K





KOYO

Angular contact ball bearings, cylindrical roller bearings, spherical roller bearings, precision bearings…

MORE DETAILS











KSB

Pumps and pump systems for any kind of application, mixers, agitators, valves, valve actuators…

MORE DETAILS
















L





LAVORMEK

High precision mechanical components to specification for any kind of industrial application…

MORE DETAILS











LENZE

Speed reducers, fixed speed gearmotors, electric motors, electric drives for any application…

MORE DETAILS











LOCTITE

Industrial adhesives and sealants, lubricants, threadlockers, functional coating and metal pretreatment…

MORE DETAILS













M





MAGRIS

Chains and components for high quality steel and plastic conveyor belts, sprockets…

MORE DETAILS











MGM

Electric motors, asynchronous three-phase, drives and controls, electric actuators and adapter…

MORE DETAILS











MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC

Logic controller, Compact PLC, inverters, motion control, robots, low voltage / energy monitoring…

MORE DETAILS











MONDEO

Check valves, idrjacheck valves, ball valves, filters, manifolds – flanges, pressure gauge…

MORE DETAILS












MOTOVARIO

Worm gear reducers, electric motors, helical gear reducers, motoinverter, helical bevel gear reducers…

MORE DETAILS











MOVEX

Steel chains, plastic chains, conveyor components, conveying units, bearing units and sprockets…

MORE DETAILS
















N





NOK

Oil seals, o-rings, mechanical seals, lip seals, metal gasket, magnetic fluid seals…

MORE DETAILS











NORD DRIVESYSTEMS

Gear drives, motors, brakemotors, gearmotors, drive electronics, frequency inverters…

MORE DETAILS











NSK

Deep groove ball bearings, angular contact ball bearings, super precision ball bearings, roller bearings…

MORE DETAILS













P





PNEUMAX

Valves, solenoid valves, cylinders, actuators and components for pneumatic automation…

MORE DETAILS



















R





REGAL REXNORD

Conveying chains, modular plastic belts, conveying components, chain Sprockets, guides…

MORE DETAILS











REGINA

Wide range of standard and special roller chains and conveyor chains, belts and components…

MORE DETAILS











REVAMPING

Pumps and gearboxes remanufacturing service for plants manufacturers, technicians…

MORE DETAILS











REXNORD – MARBETT – MCC

Chains thermoplastic, conveyor components, supporting and levelling elements, roller guides…

MORE DETAILS












ROSSI

Gearmotors, gear reducers, electric motors, planetary gear units, servo gear reducers…

MORE DETAILS









ROSTA

Tensioning elements and motor bases, components for the elastic suspension, anti-vibration…

MORE DETAILS











RULMECA

Rollers,idlers, pulleys, motorized pulleys and other components for heavy duty belt conveyors…

MORE DETAILS













S





SAER ELECTRIC PUMPS

Electric submersible pumps, waterpumps residential applications, wet-end Motors, bareshaft…

MORE DETAILS











SAFARI BELTING

Radius conveyor belts, roller top conveyor belts, plastic chains conveyor belts and components…

MORE DETAILS











SAMHYDRAULIK

Axial piston motors, axial piston pumps, orbital motors, geared motors, electronics…

MORE DETAILS











SEIM SCREW PUMPS

Wide range of screw pumps for low, medium and high pressure, valves, flow meter, coolers…

MORE DETAILS












SEW EURODRIVE

Gearmotors and Frequency Inverters, Standard Gearmotors, Helical Gearmotor, Parallel Shaft…

MORE DETAILS











SICK

Wide range of sensors and solutions for industrial, logistics and process automation…

MORE DETAILS











SIEMENS

Converters, electric motors, geared motors, gear units, and couplings for any kind of application…

MORE DETAILS











SITI

Wormgearboxes, coaxial gearboxes, bevel helical gearboxes, parallel shaft gearboxes, shaft mounted…

MORE DETAILS












SKF

Rolling bearings, bearing units, bearing housings, plain bearings, industrial shaft seals, hydraulic…

MORE DETAILS











SNR

Ball bearings, spherical roller bearings, cylindrical roller bearings, high precision bearings…

MORE DETAILS











SPIRAX SARCO

Products and solutions for the management of steam, condensate and other industrial fluids…

MORE DETAILS











SYSTEM PLAST

Plastic conveyor chains, modular plastic belts, and industry-leading conveying components…

MORE DETAILS










T





TECKIND ANTIVIBRATION

Cylindrical antivibration mountings, conical antivibration mountings, antivibration bars…

MORE DETAILS











TELLURE ROTA

Injection moulded rubber wheels, standard rubber wheels, elastic rubber wheels, pneumatic wheels…

MORE DETAILS











TIMKEN

Ball bearings, cylindrical bearings, precision bearings, spherical roller bearings…

MORE DETAILS













W





WAMGROUP

Screw conveyors, valves, valve actuators, rotary feeders, chain conveyors, solids discharging…

MORE DETAILS











WATSON MARLOW

Peristaltic tube pumps, heavy duty hose pumps, precision tubing for pumping, high purity valves…

MORE DETAILS











WITTENSTEIN ALPHA

Low backlash planetary gearheads, servo-right-angle gearheads, mechanical systems…

MORE DETAILS













Z





ZMC

Conveyance chains, crowns, pinions, gear wheels, chains for special applications…

MORE DETAILS





































Quality and Value
Competitive price from world class manufacturers for all of your MRO and production requirements.







Wide products range
Offering unrivalled choice, quality and value, we bring you over 50.000 individual product lines.







Experts at your service
A team of professionals at your service to offer qualified suggestions for the most suitable products.












	
		
			Do not hesitate to contact us! Receive immediately a full and clear answer to all your requests.


		

	



Contact us






	
		
			INTERNATIONAL EXPORT

Unrivalled choice, quality and value


		

	




	
		
			Tecnica Industriale Srl meet the needs of world wide customers and undertakes to respond quickly and efficiently to every needs.

We help customers save time and money by providing them the right products to keep their facilities up and running.


		

	



	


	
	


	



	


	
	


	



	


	
	


	



	


	
	


	



	


	
	


	



	


	
	


	



	


	
	


	



	


	
	


	



	


	
	


	



	


	
	


	



	


	
	


	



	


	
	


	



	


	
	


	



	


	
	


	



	


	
	


	














	
		
			SKILLS & SERVICES

Who we are & what we do


		

	








	
		
			We offer you the highest quality products, from the world’s leading manufacturers, at the most competitive prices on the market.


		

	



Convenience
Expertise
Customer Support
International Export







	
		
				Global Industrial Supplies


	
		
	
		
			The wide range of our products widely satisfy all the market’s needs in various market sectors; just one supplier to satisfy large and various operative and productive demands: our top priority is always the satisfaction of the customer.


		

	



	Trusted brands
	Wide range of products
	Top quality






	Fast & friendly support
	Sales staff at your service
	Cost-saving solutions










	


		

	







					
					
					

				
			
			


			
		

			

		

	


	
	
	

		
			
				
					

						Tecnica Industriale Srl
			Tecnica Industriale has been carrying on successfully its trade activity for over 50 years and today it represents a landmark for Europe.
 We help customers save time and money by providing them the right products to keep their facilities up and running.
Read more

		Latest News
	



Tecnica Industriale is present, with an entire advertising page, in the Chiaravalli brochure which will also be distributed at Hannover Messe 2022
5 May 2022

	



New partnership between Tecnica Industriale srl and SICK AG Automation
14 April 2022

	



New partnership between Tecnica Industriale srl and Henkel Adhesive Technologies Loctite
14 April 2022
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				Check your inbox / spam folder now to confirm your subscription.
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Company Info
	Headquarter
S.P. 231 Km 1,110 - 70026 
Modugno (Ba) - Italy
	Telephone / Fax
+39 0805367090 / +39 0805367091
	E-mail
info@tecnicaindustriale.com

Find us on:
FacebookTwitterYouTubeFlickrLinkedinInstagram
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